Reconciliation SA

Commitment to the Uluru Statement from the Heart
After years of advocacy and considered
dialogue, First Nations people of this country
came together and made a direct and powerful
statement about First Nation aspirations for
true recognition in Australia’s Constitution and
an impassioned plea to be active and respected
participants and leaders in the future of
this country.
“With substantive constitutional change and
structural reform, we believe this ancient
sovereignty can shine through as a fuller
expression of Australia’s nationhood…
We seek constitutional reforms to empower
our people and take a rightful place in our
own country. When we have power over our
destiny our children will flourish. They will walk
in two worlds and their culture will be a gift
to their country… We call for the establishment
of a First Nations Voice enshrined in
the Constitution.”
The Uluru Statement from the Heart was a
consensus statement from over 250 First
Nations’ delegates, in May 2017, and was not
only addressed to the Government, but to all
Australians, an invitation for all to be part of this
pivotal moment in history.
“...walk with us in a movement of the Australian
people for a better future.”
Despite this considered way forward and
the generosity of such an invitation, we at
Reconciliation SA held a heavy heart, when in
October 2017, without consultation, there was
an initial rejection of the Uluru Statement from
the Heart and that this rejection was made
without consultation with either the National
Congress of Australia’s First Peoples - the
national representative body - or members of the
Referendum Council.
Again, this nation saw the establishment of
further inquiries into such matters. We held our
breath once more as the Joint Select Committee
in March 2018, inquired into and reported
‘on matters relating to constitutional change,
including the proposal for the establishment
of a First Nations Voice.’

We breathed a sigh of relief when in November
2018, when the Final Report of the Joint
Select Committee endorsed a constitutionally
entrenched Voice to Parliament.
We are encouraged by our community, both here
in South Australia and across this country.
Support for the Uluru Statement from the
Heart is strong and powerful. The invitation to
Australia’s community has been heard, with
leading businesses, major legal and accounting
firms showing public support for the Uluru
Statement and what it stands for. This breadth
of support extends to local councils, large
advocacy organisations and bodies (both state
and national), former High Court Justices, and
innumerable local community and reconciliation
groups. This was also reaffirmed with the 2018
Australian Reconciliation Barometer, revealing
that an astounding 95% of Australians agree
‘it is important for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people to have a say in matters that
affect them’.
Reconciliation SA is dedicated to doing our part
to ensure that this opportunity is not lost. We
are committed to ensuring that like in the 1967
referendum we are able to create and inspire a
movement that embraces the generosity and
graciousness of First Nation peoples and enables
a reconciliation movement that is purposeful
and acceptable for original custodians of
this Country.
We will support in full the principles of Justice,
Rights and Respect as laid before us in the
Uluru Statement from the Heart.
We will advocate for the Voice to Parliament
and Makarrata Commission.
We will support agreement - making with First
Nations and a process of truth - telling.
We will be bold, brave and courageous in
our pursuit.
Reconciliation SA has our part to play and we will
be leaders in South Australia in this endeavour.

